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INTRODUCTION 
Let P be a pree, that is, let P be a nonempty set with a partial operation 
m: D + P where D c P x P. (We will say pq is defined if (p, q) E D and we 
will usually denote m(p, q) by pg.) The universal group G(P) of the pree P 
is the group with the following presentation: 
G(P) = gp[ P; z = xy where xy is defined and z = m(x, y)]. 
In other words, the generators of G(P) are the elements of P and the 
defining relations of G(P) come from the partial operation m on P. 
Generally speaking, a pree P cannot be embedded in its universal group 
G(P). Stallings in [S] defined a collection of prees, called pregroups and 
defined below, which guarantees such an embedding. This paper defines a 
wider class of prees which also guarantees such an embedding. 
A pree P is called a pregroup if it satisfies the following five axioms: 
[P,] There exists an identity element 1 E P such that, for all p E P, lp 
and pl are defined and lp = pl = p. 
[PJ For each p E P there exists p-l E P such that pp-’ and p-‘p are 
defined and pp-’ = p-‘p = 1. 
[P3] If pq is defined, then q-lp-l is defined and (pq)-l = q-lp-l. 
[P4] Supposing ab and bc are defined, then a(bc) is defined if and 
only if (ab) c is defined, in which case the two are equal. 
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[P5] If ab, bc, and cd are defined, then either (ab) c or (bc) d is 
defined. 
John R. Stallings proved the following basic result in [S]: 
THEOREM A. A pregroup P can be embedded in its universal group G(P). 
The classical example of a pregroup is the amalgam P = A uH B of two 
groups A and B which intersect in a common subgroup H. In such a case, 
the universal group G(P) is the free product of A and B with H 
amalgamated. 
Chiswell [l] and Nesayef [4] have, independently, added extra axioms 
to that of a pregroup P in order to define a Lyndon length function ~[ 31 on 
the universal group G(P) of P. Chiswell’s extra axioms yield a so-called 
pregroup of “height-one” and Rimlinger showed [6] that any pregroup of 
finite height is associated with a graph of groups, and therefore with a 
Lyndon length function. Further results along this line were obtained by 
Hoare [2]. (See Section 8). See also Rimlinger [S]. 
This paper generalizes Stallings’ results by weakening his last axiom 
[PSI. Our investigation was motivated by the following examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the amalgam P = A uH B uH C of three groups 
A, B, C where A and B intersect in a nontrivial subgroup H, Where B and 
C intersect in a nontrivial subgroup K, and where B = HO K. Then P is 
not a pregroup. For example, let 
aEA-H, heH, k E K, CEB-K, 
where h # 1 and k # 1. Then ah, hk, and kc are each defined, but neither 
(ah) k nor (hk) c is defined. On the other hand, P does satisfy axioms [PI] 
through [PJ and the following axiom: 
[Q5] If ab, bc, cd, and de are defined, then at least one of (ab) c, 
(bc) d, (cd) e is defined. 
Observe that the groups A, B, C with subgroups H, K do form a tree graph 
of groups with vertices A, B, C and edges H, K, and that the diameter of 
the graph is two. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let T, = (A,; H,,) be a tree graph of groups with vertices 
A,, with edges H,,, and with diameter n. (Here H,, is a subgroup of A, and 
A,.) Let P = Ui Ai be the amalgam of the groups in T,,. Then P satisfies the 
following axiom: 
CT,1 If a1a2, a2a3, . . . . a,+,a,,+, are defined, then at least one of 
(a1a2) a3, (a24 a4, . . . . (~a,,,) u,,+~ is defined. 
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P also satisfies the following “localization” axiom which does not depend 
on the diamter n of the graph: 
[K] If ab, bc, and cd are defined, and the product (ab)(cd) is 
defined, then either (ab) c is defined or (bc) d is defined. 
Observe that [T,] is Stallings’ axiom [PSI and that [ T3] is the axiom 
CQJ 
It is known (see Serre [7]) that the amalgam P= UiAi of a tree graph 
of groups, T= (A,; H,,), may be embedded in a universal group, the tree 
product of the groups Ai with the subgroups H,, amalgamated. Accor- 
dingly, one is led to the following question: Which axiom or set of axioms 
may one add to the axioms [PI] to [PJ so that it includes the cases in 
our examples? This paper gives a partial answer to this question. 
Specifically, we prove the following theorem. 
MAIN THEOREM 1.1. Let P be a nonempty set with a partial operation 
satisfying axioms [PI] through [P4], [Q,], and [K]. Then P can be 
embedded in a universal group G(P). 
Observe that Stallings’ axiom [PSI implies axiom [Q5] and [K]. Hence 
Theorem 1.1 generalizes Stallings’ Theorem A. In fact, Theorem 1.1 includes 
any tree graph with diameter two (called a star graph) as in Example 1. 
2. PRELIMINARIES, STALLINGS' RESULTS 
Let P be a pree, that is, let P be a nonempty set with a partial operation. 
Stallings’ proved the following in [S]: 
THEOREM B. Suppose P satisfies axioms [P,] through [P4]. Then: 
(1) (x-‘))‘=xfor every XE P. 
(2) If ax is defined, then a- ‘(ax) is defined and a -‘(ax) = x. Dually, 
zf xa is defined, then (xa) a - ’ is defined and (xa) a ~ ’ = a. 
(3) If xa and a- ‘y are defined, then xy is defined tf and only tf 
(xa)(a-‘y) is defined, in which case xy = (xa)(a-‘y). 
The proof of Theorem B is given below for completeness. 
(1) Apply [P4], [PI], and [PI] to the product of x, x-l, (x-l))‘. 
(2) By [P2], we have a-la is defined and aala= 1. Thus, by [P4] 
and [P, 1, we have a ~ ‘(ax) defined and 
aa’(ax)=(aa’a)x=x. 
The dual case is proved similarly. 
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(3) Apply [PJ and Theorem B(2) to the product of x, a, (a-‘~). 
We emphasize that Theorem B does not require [P,], and hence can be 
used in the proof of Theorem 1.1. In fact, we use this result, especially (2), 
throughout the paper. 
The triple abc is said to be defined if ab and bc are defined and either 
(ab) c or a(bc) is defined. (By [PJ, if abc is defined, then abc = (ab) c = 
4bc). 1 
Suppose X= [x,, x2, . . . . x,] is an n-tuple of elements of P. Then X is 
called a word of length n. The word X is said to be reduced if no pair xixi+ , 
is defined. On the other hand, if every pair xixi+ , is defined, then x,x2x3 is 
called the first triple, x2x3x4 is called the second triple, and so on. 
Suppose A = [a,, u2, . . . . a,] and B= [b,, b2, . . . . b,] are words such that 
each a,b, is defined. Then the word AB is said to be defined and 
AB= [a,b,, a2b2, . . . . a,b,]. 
Also, the inverse of A is the word A-‘= [a;‘, a;‘, . . . . a;‘]. (Clearly, 
AA-’ and A-‘A are defined and AA-’ = A-‘A = Z, where Z= Cl, . . . . 11.) 
Suppose X= [x1, . . . . x,] and A = [a,, . . . . a,- r] are words such that each 
triple ~~7~‘~ xiai is defined (where a,, = a, = 1). Then the interleaving of X by 
A, denoted by X * A, is said to be defined and 
X* A= [xlal, a;‘x2a2, . . . . a;:,x,J 
WewriteX*A*Bfor (X*A)*B. 
Stallings proved the following in [4]: 
THEOREM C. Suppose P is a pregroup. (Hence P also satisfies [PSI.) 
(a) Zf X is reduced, then X * A is reduced, whenever defined. 
(b) The relation X * A -X for reduced words is an equivalence 
relation. 
Note that - is an equivalence relation on the set of reduced words of a 
given length. We also note that Theorem C does not hold for the amalgam 
P in Example 1. Specifically, let X= [a, hk, b] and A = [h, k-l]. Then X is 
reduced, but X * A = [ah, 1, kb] is not reduced. 
Stallings uses the equivalence classes of reduced words as the basis for 
the universal group G(P) of a pregroup P. Accordingly, we need an 
analagous notion for the proof of Theorem 1.1. This analagous notion 
appears in the next section. 
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3. FULLY REDUCED WORDS 
From now on, we will assume that P satisfies the hypothesis of 
Theorem 1.1, that is, that P satisfies the axioms [P,] through [PA], [Z&l, 
and [K]. 
A word X in P is said to be fully reduced if X is reduced and 
X*A1*A** . . . * A,,, is reduced whenever defined. By Theorem B( 2), any 
reduced word X of length n = 2 is fully reduced. Also, every word X of 
length n = 1 is automatically reduced and fully reduced. 
Suppose X and Y are fully reduced words. We write Y M X if there exist 
A,, A,, . . . . Ak such that Y= X* A, * ... * Ak. 
THEOREM 3.1. The relation Yw X is an equivalence relation on the set of 
all fully reduced words. 
Proof Transitivity follows from the definition of the relation. Reflexivity 
follows from X = X * Z, where Z= [ 1, . . . . 11. Symmetry follows from the fact 
that if X*A is defined, then X*A*A-’ is defined and X=X*A*A-‘. 
HenceifY=X*A,*...*A,,thenX=Y*A;‘*...*A;’. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose X is reduced but not fully reduced. Then there 
exists a word A such that X * A is not reduced. 
The above theorem follows directly from the following result. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose X is a reduced word, suppose X * A is defined and 
reduced, and suppose X * A * B is defined. Then: (a) AB is defined, and 
(b) X*A*B=X*(AB). 
Proof: Let X= [x,, . . . . xn], A= [a,, . . . . a,-,], B= [b,, . . . . b,-,I. By 
definition of X * A and X * A * B, the triples al:‘,xiai and b,;ll(aE;l,xia,) b, 
are defined. For i= 1,2, . . . . n - 1, the following quadruple satisfies the 
hypothesis of axiom [K]: 
Mi = [(a,?, xi))‘, a,rl,xiai, bi, b,‘(a; lxi+ ,ai+ 1)]. 
Since X * A is reduced, the second triple in Mi is not defined. Hence 
(a,:-llxi)-l(a,:-llxiai) b,=a,b, 
is defined. Thus (a) is proved. 
Since a,=b,=a,=b,= 1, both (xIa,)b, and b;~,(a;J,x,) are defined. 
If n =2, then [(x,a,) b,, b;‘(a;‘x,)] = [x,(a,bI), (bc’a;‘) x2]. Suppose 
n > 2. For i = 2, 3, . . . . n - 1, each pair in the following 5-tuple is defined: 
Qi= [aL1zxi-l, ai-1, a;‘lxiai, bi, b;‘(a,‘xi+lai+l)]. 
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Since X* A is reduced, the first and third triples in Qi are not defined. 
Hence ai_ I(a~~lIxiai) b, = x,(a,b,) are defined. Similarly, using 
Q:=[(U~'~Xi-~Ui-~)bi~~,b~'~,U~~'~XiUi,U;',Xi+~Ui+~] 
each bz:l,(u,:l,~i) = (bz:l,u,:ll) xi is defined. Note (u,~lIxiui) bi= 
(a,~~, xi)(uibi). Consequently, 
b~~ll(u;_‘,x,ui) bi= b;_‘l((uC~l,x,)(uibi)) = (bz;ll(u,:l,xi))(uibi) 
= ((b;l,a;_‘,) xi)(uibi) = (b;-l,u;-lI) x&b,). 
That is, X * A * B = X * (AB). Thus the lemma is proved. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Suppose Y w X. Then there exist A such that Y = X * A. 
Suppose X= [x,, x2, . . . . xn] is a reduced word. X is said to be splitable if 
there exists an xi in X with 1 c i c n and there exist r and s in P such that 
xi = rs and both xi- 1 r and sxi+ 1 are defined. We then say that xi splits 
in X. Note that xi splits in X if and only if and only if xi splits in 
Cxi-13 xi9 xi+l 1. The term nonsplitqble will be used for the negation of 
splitable. 
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose X= [x,, . . . . x,] is reduced. Then X is fully 
reduced if and only if X is nonsplituble. 
ProoJ Suppose X is splitable, say xi = rs splits in X as above. Then 
x* [l, . ..) 1, r, s-l, 1, . . . . l] = [x1, . . . . xiplr, 1, SX~+~, . . . . xn]. 
Hence X is not fully reduced. 
Conversely, suppose X is not fully reduced. Then n 2 3. By Theorem 3.2, 
there exists A = [a,, . . . . a,- l] such that X * A is not reduced. Let k be the 
smallest integer such that (O~L rxku,)(u, lxk+ ruk+ 1) is defined. By 
Theorem B( 3), 
is defined. Suppose k= 1. Then x1(x2a2) is defined and hence 
x2 = (x*u*) a, 1 splits in [Xl* X2r x31. Suppose k = n - 1. Then 
(a;J,xn-l)x” is defined and hence x,- l = a,- ,(a;! 2x, _ 1) splits in 
[x, _ *, x, _ 1, x,]. Suppose 1 < k c n - 1. Then each pair in the following 
5-tuple is defined: 
Q= Cxk--19 ~k--l,~~~1Xk,Xk+l~k+l,~~~11. 
481/119/l-12 
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Since X is reduced, the first triple in Q is not defined. Suppose the second 
triple in Q is defined. Then xk(xp+ , ak + i) is defined and hence xk+ i = 
(x k+, ak+ ,) a;: i splits in [x,, xk+ i, x~+~]. On the other hand, suppose 
the third triple is defined. Then (a;!, xk) xk + i is defined and hence xk = 
ak-,(a~~l~k) splits in [xkPl, xk, xk+ i]. In either case, X is splitable. Thus 
the theorem is proved. 
We close this section with a technical lemma which is needed later. 
LEMMA 3.6. Suppose Z = [a, x, y] is reduced, and suppose x splits in Z 
in two ways; say x = rs where ar and sz are defined, and x = uu where au and 
uy are defined. Then Car, sy] and [au, uy] are reduced and [ar, sy] z 
[au, vl. 
Proof: Each pair in M = [a, r, s, y] is defined. Since Z is reduced, 
neither the first triple nor the second triple in A4 is defined. By axiom [K], 
(ar)(sy) is not defined. Similarly (au)(vy) is not defined. In other words, 
Car, sy] and [au, vy] are reduced. 
Each pair in Q = [a, r, s, y, y - ‘Y -‘I is defined. Since Z is reduced, the 
first and second triples in Q are not defined. Hence, by [Q,], the third 
triple in Q is defined. Hence su - ’ is defined. But x = rs = uu. Therefore, 
U= (rs) u-’ = r(su-‘) and hence sub1 = r-b= (u-‘r)-‘. Thus 
[au, uy] * [u-5] = [(au)(u-‘r), (so -‘)(uy)] = Car, syl 
and the lemma is proved. 
4. THE MAPPING F, 
Suppose X= [x, y, z, . ..] is fully reduced. For each a in P, we define a 
map F, on the collection of fully reduced words as follows: 
(1) If ax is not defined and x does not split in [a, x, y], then 
F,(X) = Ca, x, Y, . ..I. 
(2) If ax is defined but (ax) y is not defined, then 
FJX) = [ax, y, z, . ..I. 
(3) If ax is defined and (ax) y is defined, then 
F,(X) = C(ax) Y, z, . ..I. 
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(4) If ux is not delined and x = rs splits in [a, x, y], then 
F,(X) = Cur, sy, z, . ..I* 
These four cases cover all the possibilities. 
Two comments are in order. First of all, the map F, may not be single 
valued in (4) since there may be many ways that x can split in [a, x, y]. 
However, the resultant fully reduced words will be equivalent as indicated 
by Lemma 3.6. Second of all, the map F, is similar to Stallings’ map I, in 
[S] except that here we have an additional fourth case since we must 
consider the possibility that x splits in [a, x, y]. 
The main properties of the map F, follow: 
THEOREM 4.1. F,(X) is fully reduced. 
THEOREM 4.2. Zf X * C is defined, than F,(X * C) x F,(X). 
THEOREM 4.3. Zf ub is defined, than Fob(X) x F,(F,(X)). 
The proof of the above three theorems will occupy the next three 
sections. Each proof consists of looking at the different cases that can 
occur. Using these theorems, we are now able to prove Theorem 1.1 using 
standard techniques. 
Let W be the collection of equivalence classes of fully reduced words in 
P. By Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, F, induces a map F,* : W + W. Note that 
F,(X)= X so F: is the identity map on W. Note that F,(l)= [a]; hence if 
a # b then F,* # Fz. By Theorem 4.3, if b = u-l then F,* 0 FE = FT. Hence 
F,* is a permutation on W. Furthermore, by Theorem 4.3, the map UHF,* 
embeds P in the group G(W) of permutations on W. This proves 
Theorem 1.1 where G(P) is the subgroup of G(W) generated by all the 
permutations F,*. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1 
The proof will use the following technical lemma. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose [x, y, z] is fully reduced and a is any element in P. 
Then: 
(a) Zf ax and (ax) y are defined, then ((ax) y) z is not defined. 
(b) Zf ax is defined but (ax) y is not defined, then y does not split in 
Ca-7 Y, zl. 
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Proof of (a). Suppose ((ax) y) z is defined. Note that y = 
w  ‘a-‘)(a~) y. Since x(x-la-‘) is defined, ,v splits in [x, y, z]. This 
contradicts the fact that [x, y, z] is fully reduced. 
Proof of (b). Suppose y splits in [ax, y, z], say y = KS where (ax) r and 
sz are defined. Each pair in [a-‘, ax, r, s, z] is defined. But (ax) rs = (ax) y 
is not defined and rsz = yz is not defined. Hence the first triple 
a-‘(ax) r = xr is defined. Hence y = rs splits in [x, y, z]. This contradicts 
the fact that [x, y, z] is fully reduced. 
The proof of the theorem is divided into four cases, the four ways tha 
F,(X) can be defined. 
Cm? 1. FJX)= [a, x, y, . ..I. 
Then F,(X) is fully reduced by Theorem 3.5. 
Case 2. F,(X) = [ax, y, z], . ..I. 
Then F,(X) is fully reduced by Lemma 5.1 (b). 
cast? 3. F,(X)= [(ax) y, z, u, . ..I. 
Then F,(X) is reduced by Lemma 5.1(a). Moreover, z does not split in 
[(ax) y, z, u] by Lemma 5.1 (b). Hence F,(X) is fully reduced. 
Case 4. F,(X) = [ ur, sy, z, . . . 1, where x = rs and ax is not defined. 
By Lemma 3.6, (ur)(sy) is not defined. Since x = rs, the product x-i is 
defined. If (sy) z is defined, then y = s-‘(SJJ) splits in [x, y, z]; hence (sy) z 
is not defined. Therefore I;,(X) is reduced. Suppose sy splits in [ar, sy, z], 
say sy = uu where (ur) u and vz are defined. Each pair in [a-‘, ur, u, u, z] is 
defined. Since F,(X) is reduced, the second triple (ur)(uo) = (m)(y) and 
the third triple (UV) z = (sv) z are not defined. Hence the first triple is 
defined. Hence ru is defined. But r=xs-‘; hence (xs-l) u is defined. 
Therefore, sy = uu splits in [xs-l, sy, z]. But this contradicts the fact that 
is also fully reduced. Hence sy does not split in [at-, sy, z]. By Lem- 
ma 5.1(b), z does not split in [sy, z, U, . ..I. Hence F,(X) is fully reduced. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 4.2 
Suppose X= [xi, x2, x3, . ..I and C= [ci, c2, c3, . ..I. hence 
x* c= [XlCl, c~lx*c*, c;1x3c3, . ..I. 
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There are four cases which correspond to the four ways that F,(X * C) may 
be defined. 
Case A. Here F,(X* C)= [a, xIcl, c;‘x,c,, . ..I. 
Then 
F&r* C)z [a,x,c,, c;‘x*c2, . ..] * [l, c;‘, c;l, . ..] 
= [a, x,, x2, . ..] = F,(X). 
Case B. Here F,(X* C) = [u(x,c,), c;‘x,c,, . ..I. 
Suppose ax, is defined. Then 
F&Y* C)= [(ax,) Cl, c;‘x2c2, . ..] 
x [(ax,) c,, c;‘x2c2, . ..] * [c;‘, c;‘, . ..] 
= [ax,, x2, . ..] = F,(X). 
Suppose ax, is not defined. Then we need only consider the case that x1 
splits in [a, x1, x2]. Say x1 = rs where ur and sx2 are defined. Note x,‘c, is 
defined, since c;‘x, is defined. Thus each pair in the 5-tuple 
C4 r, 3, x2, x;‘c,l 
is defined. However, the first triple u(rs)=ux, is not defined, and the 
second triple (rs) x2 = x1x2 is not defined. Hence SX~(X~~C~)=SC~ is 
defined. Therefore, 
u(x,c,) = u((rs) cl) = u(r(scl)) = (ur)(scl) 
is defined. Accordingly, 
F,(X* C)= [(ur)(sc,), c;‘x2c2, cF1x3c3, . ..I. 
Next we show that the triple A4 = [scl , CL lx2 c2, c; ‘1 is defined. Each pair 
in the 5-tuple 
Ca, r, s, x2, c21 
is defined. As above, the first triple a(rs) = axI is not defined, and the 
second triple (rs) x2 = x1x2 is not defined. Hence the triple sx2c2 is defined. 
Hence 
sx2c2 = (SC’) c;‘(x,c2) = (scI)(c[1x2c2) 
is defined. Also, (sx2c2) Cal is defined. Thus the triple M is defined. Accor- 
dingly, 
F,(X* C)x [(ur)(sc,), c~~x~c~, . ..I * [c;‘s-‘, c;‘, . ..] 
= [ur, sx2, x3, . ..] = F,(X). 
Thus Case (B) is proved. 
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Case C. Here F,(X* C) = [(a(x,cl))(c;‘x2c2), c;‘x,c,, . ..I. 
Then the quadruple [a, x1 cl, c;‘, x2c2] satisfies the hypothesis of axiom 
[K]. The second triple (x,c1)c;1(xzc2)=xl(xzc2) is not defined; 
otherwise x2 = (xzcz) c;’ splits in [x,, x2, x3]. Hence the first triple 
a(xlcl) c;’ = ax1 is defined. Therefore, 
Mxlcl))(c;‘x2c2)= ((ax,) cl)(c;‘x2c2) 
= (axlMcl(c;1x2c2)) = (axl)(x2c2) 
is defined. If (axI) x2 is not defined, then F,(X) = [ax,, x2, x3, . ..I. Further- 
more, x2 = (x2c2) CT’ will split in [ax,, x2, x3], which contradicts the fact 
that F,(X) is fully reduced. Hence (ax,) x2 is defined, and 
(4xlcl))(c;‘x2c2)= (axl)(x2c2) = ((axI) x2) c2. 
Therefore, 
FAX* Cl= [(@xl) x2) c2, c;‘x3c3, . ..I 
x [((ax,) x2) c2, c;‘x3c3, . ..] * Cc;‘, c;‘, . ..] 
= [(ax,)x,, x3, . ..] =F,(X). 
Thus Case C is proved. 
Case D. Here F,(X* C) = [ar, s(c;‘x,c,), c;‘x3c3, . ..] where x,c, = 
IS and where a(x,cl) is not defined. 
The hypothesis of axiom [K] is satisfied by the quadruple 
[r-l, l-s, cc’, X2$] = [r-l, X’C’, cc’, x2c2-J. 
The second triple (xicl) c~‘(x,c,) = xi(x2c2) is not defined; otherwise 
x,=(x,c,)cp will split in [x,, x2, x3]. Therefore, the first triple 
r - ’ (rs) c; 1 is defined. Therefore, 
and 
s(c;1x2c2) = (sc~1)(x2c2) 
F,(X* C)= [ar, (sc,‘)(x2c2), c;lx3c3, . ..I. 
Also x1 = (rs) c;’ = r(sc;l). Hence each pair in the following quintuple is 
defined: 
M= [a, r, SC;‘, x2c2, c;‘]. 
The second triple in M, 
r(sc;‘)(x2c2) = (rs) c;‘(x2c2) = (xlc~) c;‘(x2c2) = x1(x2c2), 
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is not defined; otherwise, x2 = (x2c2) q1 will split in [xl, x2, x3]. Hence 
the first triple or the third triple in M is defined. 
Suppose the third triple in M is defined. Then (SC;‘) x2 is defined and 
the triple (sc;~)x~c~ s defined. Also, x1 =T(sc;~) splits in [a, xl, x,]; 
hence 
Therefore, 
F,(X) z [ur, (sc;l) x2, x3, . ..I. 
F,(X* C) z [ur, (SC;,) x2c2, c;‘x,c,, . ..] * [l, c;‘, CT’, . ..] xF,(X). 
On the other hand, suppose the first triple in M is defined. Then 
(m-)(x,‘) = a(r(sc,‘)) = ax, 
is defined. Therefore, 
F&r* C)% [ar, (sc;‘)(xzcz), c;lx3c3, . ..] * [SC;‘, 1, 1, . ..] 
= [(ur)(sc;‘), xzc*, c;lx3c3, . ..] = [ax,, x2c2, c;‘x,c,, . ..] 
x [ax,, x2c2, c;‘x~c~, . ..] * [l, c;t, c;‘, . ..] 
= [ax,, x*, x3, . ..] = F,(X). 
Thus Case D is proved. 
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 4.3 
There are four main cases which correspond to the four ways that FJX) 
may be defined. Each case may contain up to four subcases corresponding 
to the ways that F,,(X) may be defined. Here we use X= [x, y, z, . ..I. 
Case A. Here Fb(X)= [b, x, y, z, . ..I. 
Then x does not split in [b, x, y]. By hypothesis, ub is defined. Suppose 
(ub) x is not defined. By Lemma 51(b), x does not split in [ub, x, y]. 
Therefore, 
FM’,(X)) = Cab, x, Y, . ..I = Fa&V. 
On the other hand, suppose (ub) x is defined. By Lemma 51(a), [(ub) x] y 
is not defined. Then 
f’a(F,W)) = C@) x, Y, . ..I = f’cz&O 
Thus Case A is proved. 
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Case B. Here FJX) = [bx, y, z, . ..I and (bx) y is not defined. 
There are four subcases: 
(B.l) Fnb(X)= [ab, x, y, . ..I. 
Then 
Fab(X)z [ab, x, y, . ..] * [b-l, 1, 1, . ..] = [a, bx, y, z, . ..I =Fa(Fb(X)). 
U3.2) Fat,(X) = [tab) x, Y, . ..I. 
Since bx is defined, (ub) x = u(bx). Hence 
FabG-) = C4bx), Y, z, -I= ~czV’&U). 
(B.3) ~o,O-) = [(tab) x) Y, z, -.I. 
Again, (ub) x = a( bx). Hence 
Fat,(X) = C(4bx)) Y, z, . ..I = f’,(J’,W)). 
034) FacO) = [tab) r, v, z, . . . ] where x = rs and where (ub) x is not 
defined. 
Each pair in the following quintuple is defined: 
[a-‘, ab, r, s, ~1. 
The second triple (ub)(rs)= (ub) x is not defined, and the third triple 
(rs) y = xy is not defined. Therefore, a ~ ‘(ub) r = br is defined. Hence 
(ub) r = u(br). Also, bx = b(m) = (br) s. Accordingly, bx = (br) s splits in 
[a, bx, y]. Also, u(bx) is not defined since (ub) x is not defined. Thus 
F,(F,(X)) = [u(br), sy, z, . ..] = [(ub) r, sy, z, . ..] = Fob(X). 
Thus Case B is proved. 
Case C. Here Fb(X)= [(bx) y, z, . ..I. 
There are four subcases: 
(C.l) F&Y)= [ub, x, y, . ..I. 
But x = b-‘(bx) splits in [ub, x, y]. Thus this case cannot occur. 
(C.2) J’m4-V = iI(ab) x, Y, . ..I. 
Since bx is defined, (ub) x = u(bx). Hence 
FJX)w [u(bx), y, z, . ..] * [(bx)-‘, 1, . ..I 
= Ca, (bx) Y, z, . ..I = F,@‘,(X)). 
(C.3) Fad-V = C((ab) x) Y, z, . ..I. 
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Note ((ab) x) y = (a(bx)) y = a((bx) y). Hence 
~dl(-v = C4@x) Y), z, .-I = ~,(~b(W). 
((2.4) F&(X) = [(ub) r, sy, z, . ..I. 
As in Case (B.4), br is defined. Also (ab) r = a(br) and bx = b(m) = (br) s 
are defined. Here we also have that (bx) y = ((br) S) y = (br)(sy) is defined. 
Accordingly; 
Fab(X)x [u(br), sy, z, . ..] * [(br)-‘, 1, 1, . ..] 
= [a, (br)(.v), z, . ..I = Ca, @x) Y, z, . ..I = f’,V,M). 
Thus Case C is proved. 
Case D. Here FJX) = [br, sy, z, . ..] where x = rs and bx is not defined. 
Then each pair in the 5-tuple Q = [a, b, r, S, y] is defined. The second 
triple b(m) = bx is not defined, and the third triple (rs) y =xy is not 
defined. Hence the first triple ubr = (ub) r = u(br) is defined. There are four 
subcases. 
(D.l) F&Y)= [ub, x, y, . ..I. 
This case cannot occur since x = rs splits in [ub, x, y]. 
P.2) Fad-9 = [Cab) x, Y, z, . ..I. 
Then 
t;,,(X) = [(ub)(rs), y, z, . ..I = [((ub) r s, Y, z, .-.I 
w [((ub) r)s, y, z, . ..] * [s-l, 1, . . . . l] 
= [(ub) r, sy, z, . ..] = [u(br), sy, z, . ..] = F,(F,(X)). 
(D.3) Fob(X) = [((ab) x) y, z, . ..I. 
Then 
Fab(X) = C((ab)(rs)) Y, z, . ..I = C((W) r) ~1 Y, z, -1 
= [((ab) r)(sy), z, . ..I = Cbdbr))(sy), z, . ..I = J’,P’dW). 
(D.4) F&k’) = [(ub) U, uy, z, . . . ] where x = uu splits in [ub, x, y]. 
Since (ub) r is defined, x = rs splits in [ub, x, y]. By Lemma 3.6, 
F,,,#‘) = [tub) r, SY, z, -1. 
Hence 
Fad-V = Cdbr), SY, z, . ..I = F,V’,(X)). 
Thus Case D is proved. 
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8. SUMMARY 
Recently, pregroups have received much attention and this has produced 
some important results. One such result is by Rimlinger who showed in 
[6] that a group G is the fundamental group of a finite graph of finite 
groups if and only if G is the universal group of a finite pregroup. A further 
result was obtained by Hoare [2] who showed that any “simplicial” 
pregroup P determines a Lyndon length function for G(P). 
New questions are now raised by our generalized pregroups. For exam- 
ple, does Hoare’s length function, mentioned above, carry over into this 
new setting? There is also the question of whether one can further weaken 
Stallings’ axiom [PSI, that is, weaken our axioms [K] and [Q5], and still 
retain the property that P embeds as a set in G(P). The authors conjecture 
that one such set of axioms will include axiom [K] and some type of 
length axiom like CT,]. 
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